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Abstract
Many Great Empires have arisen and disintegrated, usually not from
external military conquest but from forces operating from within. Empires like the
Roman Empire, or even the once great and powerful Union of Soviet Socialist
Republic (USSR) and even the great British Empire. Today the Unites States is
undergoing a lot of conflicting ideological positions, but instead of allowing old
fashionable civil debate of ideas without destruction of people that are involved,
statues and building or properties are being destroys in the name of opposition,
especially from those that says they oppose fascism and lack of tolerance: the
left. This is the opinion of a registered non-affiliated immigrant citizen.
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Introduction
America is heading towards a serious totalitarian fascist
dictatorship led by the left that think they alone own the superior
quality of knowledge than others. All people with opposite thoughts
that refuses to accept their monolithic beliefs must be labelled and
destroyed like the Google, Facebook etc that are now involved in
censorship of speeches on their sites, or and like the last regime
(Obama’s) did, using government agencies like Department
Homeland Security (DHS), Internal Revenue Services (IRS), National
Security Agency (NSA) etc to collect information about citizen
especially those in opposition to force them or crush them! The
1st and 4th amendments meant to ensure real freedom of thoughts
and from self-incrimination, have remain under constant attack,
however, the leftist elitists while seeking to have such privileges
daily seek to prevent others. For someone that suffered under ruling
military dictatorship in his country of birth, Nigeria this writer knows
how it feels not to have such freedom and security, reason why he
enlisted in the U.S. military as E1 despite his level of educations
on emigrating (after he won the Green card lottery) after his initial
visit to the country as a PhD student. As things are now, just like
the former Roman Empire that fell from within, the likelihood of
the United States going same way is likely, if no change is effected,
and would be worse than Venezuela or Mao Zedong Chinese and
God help all the gullible ones pushing to silence opposite thoughts
or beliefs. Since the resistance movements paid by certain forces in
the left and establishment republicans are working very hard to see it
come to past for selfish ends.

Bill of Rights and Freedom
The Bill of Rights ratified on December 15, 1791, was instituted by
the founding fathers or members of this republic (as it was supposed
to be), a unique document that set this republic apart from other
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countries to ensure that citizens have the freedom to exercise the
ability to speak, worship, associate and ensure security without fear.
Is this not what every human being desire for? The 1st amendment
does not only protect citizens from only speeches people love, but
also from speeches people hate or do not love. The founding fathers
coming from living under a repressive, totalitarian fascist rulership of
the British king, appreciate the situation where one cannot speak or
associate without fear of reprisal from the King or even imprisonment
or worst death.The Rights of the citizens, especially the 1st, 2nd and
4th amendments, are the earliest rights of humanity to be trampled
upon by tyrants, totalitarian and dictatorship. Growing in Nigeria, it
was common practice that when the Military takeover of government
via a coup, and it’s seldom bloodless, citizens’ rights to speak freely,
associate and not to be spied on by the government agents are usually
the first to be suspended. Historical reports also support this, as this
writer once read while studying civil studies and social studies then
in elementary school in Nigeria, about the various world or countries’
ideologies-communism or capitalism.

Attacking the Bills of Rights
Sadly, since migrating into the United States, this writer has
seen these basic rights of humanity slowly but surely being eroded
especially by people supposedly elected to preserve the Bill of Rights
and Constitution, many of these politicians while openly professing
their support for the Bill of Rights, insidiously push for the stripping
of the Rights from the citizens just to please political ambitions or
succumb to political correctness pressures! This has lately got to the
point where integrity has been thrown into the wind more recently,
since the left took over the media and government especially during
the last administration between 2009-2016, they openly push for
division of the people base on class, race and social status. The 44th
president, Barrack Hassen Obama, openly campaigned in 2008 to
“fundamentally” transform the country [1] in Columbia, Missouri,
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Figure 1:

an agenda he rigorously and religiously pushes and advocated
while in government and even when his party lost in 2016, he still
asked his supporters to continue. Even, Hilary Clinton, the defeated
presidential candidate of the 2016 election, also openly called for and
be part of the “resistance” against the current president Trump [2], all
because she and party lost an election and could not bring themselves
to accept they lost to a person who is not a politician, so were the
establishment republicans, who unlike the democratic party members
only (save for few like Senator McCain), “stab” and frustrate every
action of the current government secretly not openly.
President Obama’s ideology was not hidden, as he openly
demonstrated his socialist/communist sympathetic biases, and also
racial biases, like when he openly condemn the Massachusetts police
even before he knew the “all details” of the case, or when he openly
claim the death of a boy in Florida “could have been” his son, pushing
his anti-police biases, supporting openly, the black racially biased
groups like Black Lives Matter (BLM) or Black Panther Movement
that were calling for the death of the police officers. Obama was wrong
in the Ferguson case, but was never called out by the mainstream
liberal media like CNN, a news network caught openly supporting
a particular candidate against another at the last election, and has
vowed to frustrated the current President [3] (Figure 1).
The country is currently witnessing antagonist of free speech
against opponents with diverse views while saying they are for
diversity running wild. The left-wing groups like the “Antifa” (Antifascists) or BLM groups have been protesting and even denying those
with diverse view the opportunity to even debate or be allowed to
deliver lecture in some universities, usually those controlled by
liberals, like University of California, Berkeley, CA. They, the left and
democratic party elitist members only tolerate speeches that are in
line with their monolithic beliefs or ideas, others must be crushed
or destroyed and prevented, classical characteristics of a tyrant or
totalitarian dictator.
Recent report from the FOIA (Freedom of Information Act)
requests by the “Judicial Watch” group, has exposed the suppression
of the 4th amendment by the Obama’s administration alleging the
involvement of key members of the administration with the spying
and unmasking of private citizens, including the current president
and “unmasking” of citizens via ears dropping of citizens just to
subjugate them, or to control them, by using government instrument
of intelligence like the National Security Agency(NSA), Central
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Intelligence Agency (CIA) or Federal Bureau of Investigation(FBI).
The FBI was also just reported to have lied (saying there were no record
of Clinton-Lynch tarmac meeting) when the American Centre for Law
and Justice (ACLJ) requested for documents about the Clinton-Lynch
plane meeting [4,5]. The IRS was also reported to have been employed
by the Obama’s administration to oppress citizens that belong to the
“Tea party groups” that are conservatives in ideology, parallel with
those of the progressive/regressive leftist democratic party leadership
or politicians (Figure 2).
Before the 2016 presidential election, the Republic started to
witness increasing lack of tolerance in polity and citizens, increasing
from the last regime push to divide us the people via the color of our
skin or the people chosen to have sex with! The Obama’s administration
seriously succeeded in the division of the people instead of unifying,
especially for someone whose parents were of the African and U.S.
Caucasian origins. Post-2016 election, the intolerance especially from
those on the left has seen a tremendous increase, ranging from the
denial of conservative speakers by the university leaders/students, to
speak in their universities to openly calling for the assassination of
the president. We all watch the Antifa (anti-fascist), with the BLMs
all going on riot and destruction of public properties with the public
law enforcement agencies like the police, standing back and watch
while these happens, just like in Ferguson, Baltimore etc riots during
the last regime.
Since the assumption of office as President of the U.S. by Mr.
Trump, the boldness and audacious comments and insults from
the extreme left groups and certain elements of the republican right
(many of whom never gave the president any chance to win, and so
never supported him), has known no bounds. The liberal media has
remained unrelenting, with constant opposition to everything Mr.
President says or did. The democratic Congress members have openly
called for the impeachment of the president, less than 2 weeks into his
presidency, as news outlet like the New York Times (NYT) has even
promised to go or do whatever it takes to resist him and they have,
like CNN has been found to have made many fabricated news (fake
new-news that were never news) just to accuse him for what they gave
Obama passes on.
Last weekend, August 11, 2017, there was another riot incidence
with an act of terror in Charlottesville, Virginia State, a thing (riots)
that has become an almost daily occurrence since president Trump
came to power with the left calling for resistance. The incidence led
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Figure 2:

to what we once heard from the former Chief of Staff to Obama, now
Mayor of Chicago, Mr. Rahm Emmanuel, who once said “Never allow
a crisis go to waste,” so the left as expected has now capitalized on this
to attack the president once again. Like the leftist, the establishment
republican politicians and the Hollywood antagonist to the president,
as also use same crises to accomplished their mission of wanting to
unseat or ridicule the president. Obvious is the fact that despite the
presence of the left-wing supported groups like the “Antifa” and BLM
movement caught in camera fighting with the “White nationalist”
movement that was given the permit by the democratic mayor of the
city, (but not the others left wing anarchists), the leftists and their
supporters in the media plus republicans in names, like Senator
McCain, Cory Gardner etc accused the president of not calling out
the White nationalist by name as Nazi group, while they refuse to
report the presence and activities of their groups in the mayhems. So,
who is the factually tolerant or honest party here, the “coup plotters”
resistance or Mr. President that speak honestly from the heart, not
like politicians who only speak for an item once their paid advisers
have sampled the poll to determine the direction of the “people” for
just political point? Rightly stated on Monday by the president as he
tried to please the left-wing fraction in his administration (this writer
was disappointed), he finally called out by name the Nazi, white
extremist group as evil, yet the same group or resistance against the
elected president, that had criticized him for not saying the name
“White Nazi”, were not still pleased with him-Mr. Trump. Why?
Because he had the boldness and integrity to pointed out the fact that,
there were other groups in the mayhem, that the left liberal media has
refused to mention in this discussion, and reinstating that, the blame
should fall on all groups?
This incident at Charlottesville and the aftermath crystallizes
the intolerance of the left wing, liberal-biased dominated media and
Hollywood celebrities plus the democratic party with the support of
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

their financiers, now pushing to actualize president Obama’s goal via
the communist leftist Saul Alinsky tactics to fundamentally transform
this republic into what the founding fathers never dreamt off: a land
where the people can’t be free to speak freely nor think independently,
unless told by the elitists, about what to think, how to think or when
to speak and what to say! This is a complete subjugation of the people
into a state of slavery, in fact a slave is still worthy of some freedom,
but in their utopian myopia delusion, in their dream republic, citizens
must be controlled by the “superior” elite.
The leftist groups are already in rampage destroying statues of U.S.
citizens who fought on the other sides of the civil war, fought among
brothers and soldiers who were once under the same military, but fate
brought them to killing each other. Yet these elitists sponsored groups
continued unchallenged by the self-righteous media or the police in
these democratic party rule places or cities. I ask, why does the left
always have the right to do whatever they want, say whatever they
want, determine or dictate what every other citizen must ACCEPT
etc? That is, they live by different rules or laws and yet majority of the
citizens seems to be oblivious of the danger ahead?

Position
This writer has seen this drama before, as stated above, he was born
in a country then controlled by military authoritarians and dictators
that tells the people what to say, who get what and practically took
away press freedom, slightly close to what Obama’s administration
did to Fox news Mr. James Rosen, when they spied on him and tried
to “shut him down” and the Fox News Network (video.foxnews.com
03/05/2017 James Rosen describes being investigated by Obama
admin). If great empires of the past like the Roman Empire could
fall, the United States, the land most people seek to come to, like this
writer for its freedom and Bill of Rights to ensure citizens freedom,
can also fall. Our forefathers saw this and debated a lot to have the
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Bill of Right enshrined as part of our Republic documents and now
it’s being slowly eroded, to be replaced by the subjugated systems in
repressive societies or countries like North Korea, Old Mao led China
or Communist Union of Soviet Socialist Republic, Venezuela etc
that many have fled from to the West to escape such systems, but the
elitist and democratic party seek to take us backward, while countries
under such utopia idea like Venezuela, are currently in chaos and
economical depravity.
As this writer watches the media and rampages of the left-wing
activist movements all over the country, destroying everything that has
the similitude of link to slavery, with the law enforcement officers just
standing back and do nothing, the words of an adage; that evil prevails
when the good men or women refused to say or do nothing, comes to
mind. The Bibles says we must speak out against evil and that just as
the Almighty God corrects those that He loves, so do parents correct
their children. For this reason, the writer speaks or writes, to warn
those trampling on the Bill of Rights to force people to only do their
selfish will. The citizens of the U.S. like our forefathers, wakeup, stand
with the president of our time, who refuses to continue the falsehood
perpetuated by the establishment politicians and their sponsors. A
president who has invited those that have openly opposed him and
even voted against him into his government, seeking their support to
move the country forward, yet he is still being accused by his haters as
White supremacist supporters, when he has been a businessman for
so long supporting many of these politicians financially but no one
accused him. Some have called him a Hitler, when he has employed
and assisted many without seeking reward or public recognition. He
remains the only republican that was able to win more votes from
both democrats and independents and some republicans, yet he is
accused of not condemning white extremists (another falsehood, as
he has since 2000, disavowed white supremacist), while his accusers,
remain silent of their support for a KKK grand wizard in their party
(Senator Robert Byrd).
The writer is calling on all lovers of freedom, to stand up for
and with our president and defend the U.S. Constitution and Bill of
Rights. Refused the imposition of a totalitarian form of governance as
demanded by those driven by politics, money and power above the
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upliftment of the general citizenry. Challenge via debate the elitist left
and establishment conservatives or republicans, now attacking the
president and trying to sabotage his mission to protect and defend the
borders, economic and national security of this republic. The writer
prays for God’s grace, wisdom and protection for Mr. President and
his family, and advices Mr. President, that he must remember what
he promised “We the people” and not to succumb to the pressures
of the left or right while he tries to “drain the swamp”, but trust and
verify EVERY WORD or supposed advices from many around him
pretending to be more sensible.

Conclusion
Finally, the failure to oppose these excesses of the elitist left, will
likely lead to an opposite reaction, or a counter reaction that may
lead to sequences precipitating in another civil war. And once there
is a civil war, the obvious consequent is a breakdown in security, a
possible adverse effect on infrastructures, and ultimately health/food
scarcity, and like in every other place where there are civil wars now
like in Congo Republic, Syria etc, epidemic, break down in medical
facility and access, deaths occur. Those that will suffer most from this
fallout ultimately, will be the same common citizens many of whom
are being used to carry out these scenes we see on the televisions
daily of destructions in the name of “removing hateful slave owners’
statues,” as the financiers of these anarchy, would have flown out of
the country to another country with their families. For those that
have been cage before, will never want to return into same situation,
similarly, people like the writer that has lived under a totalitarian
regime pray not to see or leave this country like that for his children.
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